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How We Roll
ABOUT RISING SPRINGS
Rising Springs SPC (Social Purpose Corporation) is  small family-owned business 
founded in 2015. The family has deep Idaho roots, a long history of water 
conservation, and stewards the Rising Springs source and surrounding land.

RISING SPRINGS MISSION
Rising Springs’ mission is to steward and protect this extraordinary source while 
allowing its unique properties to be of service to those who seek it. We operate 
as a conduit in this capacity, focusing on transparent accountability, community 
engagement, regenerative philanthropy, and minimizing environmental impact.
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Rising Springs Environmental Commitment
As outlined in the Rising Springs mission statement, Rising Springs is committed to 
minimizing our environmental impact. We hold this environmental responsibility, the 
health and wellbeing of our source, and the customers we serve in the highest regard. 
We will continuously: 
● focus on lowering our carbon footprint.
● strive to improve our systems and procedures related to environmental 

protection and pollution prevention.
● make responsible environmental choices when creating, purchasing, and 

disposing of products and materials. 
● comply with all federal, state, and local environmental laws and regulations.
● maintain an open line of communication with employees and customers for 

feedback on our environmental initiatives.
● work toward a circular economy by upcycling, reusing, recycling, and reducing 

waste whenever possible, including paper, cardboard, plastic, glass, metal, and 
compost.
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WHAT IS A B CORP ANYWAY?
Certified B Corporations® are companies that have been 
legitimized by the nonprofit B Lab to have met rigorous 
standards of social and environmental performance, 
accountability, and transparency. It is similar to LEED for green 
buildings, Fair Trade for coffee, or USDA Organic for milk.

Rising Springs is a Certified B Corporation®  

WHY DO B CORPS MATTER?
As B Corporations® and leaders of this emerging economy, we 
believe:
• that we must be the change we seek in the world.
• that all business ought to be conducted as if people and place 
mattered.
• that, through their products, practices, and profits, businesses should aspire to do
no harm, and benefit all.
• to do so requires that we act with the understanding that we are dependent upon
another and thus responsible for each other and future generations.
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Certified B Corporation®  Since November 2019
B Corp Certification is a highly selective status. Companies must document their positive impact to qualify and 
undergo verification every three years to maintain their Certification.

The Certification process uses credible, comprehensive, 
transparent, and independent standards of social and 
environmental performance. It is one of the only 
certifications that is not for a product or service, but for the 
whole business behind the product or service.
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Social & Environmental 
Practices

SOURCE STEWARDSHIP
We employ European packaging standards for naturally wholesome waters - no disinfecting 
processes or treatments, no additives, no sub-micron filtration, no reverse osmosis, etc. Just pure, 
natural water! We respect the natural balance of the springs, receiving only what Mother Nature 
serves up - no pumping, drilling, or boreholing of the source. 6



Innovative, Eco-Conscious Packaging 

 RISING SPRINGS BAG-IN-BOX

All our activities have environmental impacts. Our lives are carbon footprints. In order to minimize Rising 
Springs’ impacts, we have sought out the best packaging alternatives available. What we have found is that 
none are perfect, and all come with a compromise. 

Our commitment, not only to the consumer, but also to the planet and ourselves, is to constantly look for 
ways to improve our packaging. Our bag-in-box is the most efficient container we have found to move our 
mineral supplement from the source to you, so far.
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Closing the Loop: Upcycling
RISING SPRINGS PACKAGING IS 100% 

RECYCLABLE & UPCYCLABLE

Through the Rising Springs Upcycling program, consumers help 
close the loop by collecting bags and spouts to return. Rising 
Springs upcycles the collected packaging into synthetic diesel 
through a local collection program.

We stay motivated to find new and better ways to transport 
liquids. If you, our partners in honoring this source, have 
suggestions about how to lighten our packaging footprint, we 
are interested. As we use technology and human ingenuity to 
work toward a greener future, we as a community can support 
this through transparent and informed dialogue. 

So please share your insights, questions and ideas, as we know of 
no other way to evolve but through collaboration.
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2% for Water
Rising Springs is formally committed to donating the 
equivalent of 2% of revenue or more to charitable 
partners each year. We focus on organizations with 
missions related to water advocacy, education, and/or 
conservation.

A percentage of every Rising Springs purchase directly 
supports organizations like the Snake River 
Waterkeeper, our 2018 and 2019 charitable organization 
recipient. By monitoring water quality, investigating 
citizen concerns, and demanding enforcement of 
environmental laws, Snake River Waterkeeper aims to 
ensure future generations a clean and healthy Snake 
River.

"As an environmental advocate and defender of clean water, it is massively heartening to see the success of 
businesses like Rising Springs. It will take conscientious owners that assure protection of resources before 
profit margins to level the playing field in a way that makes both business and our environment sustainable 
in the coming era of climate change and clean water shortages." 

- Buck Ryan, Snake River Waterkeeper Executive Director
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Annual Carbon Emissions Reduction
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Rising Springs is a proud partner of:

The Ocean Foundation’s SeaGrass Grow Campaign

Natural Capital Partners’ Colorado Grasslands 
Project, developed in conjunction with the 

Environmental Defense Fund

2018: 180 Metric Tons of CO2

2019: 200 Metric Tons of CO2
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Our Social & Environmental Goals
INCREASED DONATIONS TO CAUSES WITH IMPACT

We will measure and increase our donations to philanthropic organizations annually.

CARBON IMPACT REDUCTION
We will annually measure and offset our carbon emissions*. 

Metrics 2018 2019

Revenue Donated 1% to Snake River 
Waterkeeper

2% to Snake River 
Waterkeeper

Carbon Offsets 179.51 MT CO2e

100% carbon offset through 
SeaGrass Grow Campaign

200 MT CO2e

100% carbon offsets through 
Colorado Grasslands 
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*The measurement of carbon emissions is third-party verified. The offsets meet strict criteria set forth by 
the carbon standards, and have independent verification.


